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Energy image density property and
the lent partile method for Poisson measures
Niolas BOULEAU and Laurent DENIS
Abstrat
We introdue a new approah to absolute ontinuity of laws of Poisson fun-
tionals. It is based on the energy image density property for Dirihlet forms. The
assoiated gradient is a loal operator and gives rise to a nie formula alled the lent
partile method whih onsists in adding a partile and taking it bak after some
alulation.
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1 Introdution
The aim of this artile is to improve some tools provided by Dirihlet forms for studying
the regularity of Poisson funtionals. First, the energy image density property (EID) whih
guarantees the existene of a density for R
d
-valued random variables whose arré du hamp
matrix is almost surely regular. Seond, the Lipshitz funtional alulus for a loal gradient
satisfying the hain rule, whih yields regularity results for funtionals of Lévy proesses.
For a loal Dirihlet struture with arré du hamp, the energy image density property
is always true for real-valued funtions in the domain of the form (Bouleau [5℄, Bouleau-
Hirsh [10℄ Chap. I 7). It has been onjetured in 1986 (Bouleau-Hirsh [9℄ p251) that
(EID) were true for any R
d
-valued funtion whose omponents are in the domain of the
form for any loal Dirihlet struture with arré du hamp. This has been shown for the
Wiener spae equipped with the Ornstein-Uhlenbek form and for some other strutures by
Bouleau-Hirsh (f. [10℄ Chap. II 5 and Chap. V example 2.2.4) and also for the Poisson
spae by A. Coquio [12℄ when the intensity measure is the Lebesgue measure on an open
set, but this onjeture being at present neither refuted nor proved in full generality, it
has to be established in every partiular setting. We will proeed in two steps : rst (Part
2) we prove suient onditions for (EID) based mainly on a study of Shiqi Song [31℄
using a haraterization of Albeverio-Rökner [2℄, then (Part 4) we show that the Dirihlet
struture on the Poisson spae obtained from a Dirihlet struture on the states spae
inherits from that one the (EID) property.
If we think a loal Dirihlet struture with arré du hamp (X,X , ν,d, γ) as a de-
sription of the Markovian movement of a partile on the spae (X,X ) whose transition
semi-group pt is symmetri with respet to the measure ν and strongly ontinuous on L
2(ν),
the onstrution of the Poisson measure allows to assoiate to this struture a struture
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on the Poisson spae (Ω,A,P,D,Γ) whih desribes similarly the movement of a family of
independent idential partiles whose initial law is the Poisson measure with intensity ν.
This onstrution is anient and may be performed in several ways.
The simplest one, from the point of view of Dirihlet forms, is based on produts and
follows faithfully the probabilisti onstrution (Bouleau [6℄, Denis [14℄, Bouleau [7℄ Chap.
VI 3). The uts that this method introdues are harmless for the funtional alulus with
the arré du hamp Γ, but it does not learly show what happens for the generator and its
domain.
Another way onsists in using the transition semi-groups (Martin-Löf [20℄, Wu [33℄,
partially Bihteler-Gravereaux-Jaod [4℄, Surgailis [32℄). It is supposed that there exists a
Markov proess xt with values in X whose transition semi-group πt is a version of pt (f.
Ma-Rökner [22℄ Chap. IV 3), the proess starting at the point z is denoted by xt(z)
and a probability spae (W,W,Π) is onsidered where a family (xt(z))z∈X of independent
proesses is realized. For a symmetri funtion F , the new semi-group Pt is diretly dened
by
(PtF )(z1, . . . , zn, . . .) =
∫
F (xt(z1), . . . , xt(zn), . . .) dΠ
Choosing as initial law the Poisson measure with intensity ν on (X,X ), it is possible
to show the symmetry and the strong ontinuity of Pt. This method, based on a deep
physial intuition, often used in the study of innite systems of partiles, needs a areful
formalization in order to prevent any drawbak from the fat that the mapping X ∋ z 7→
xt(z) is not measurable in general due to the independene. For extensions of this method
see [19℄.
In any ase, the formulas involving the arré du hamp and the gradient require om-
putations and key results on the onguration spae from whih the onstrution may be
performed as starting point. From this point of view the works are based either on the
haos deomposition (Nualart-Vives [25℄) and provide tools in analogy with the Malliavin
alulus on Wiener spae, but non-loal (Piard [26℄, Ishikawa-Kunita [17℄, Piard [27℄) or
on the expression of the generator on a suiently rih lass and Friedrihs' argument (f.
what may be alled the German shool in spite of its osmopolitanism, espeially [1℄ and
[23℄).
We will follow a way lose to this last one. Several representations of the gradient are
possible (Privault [28℄) and we will propose here a new one with the advantages of both
loality (hain rule) and simpliity on usual funtionals. It provides a new method of om-
puting the arré du hamp Γ  the lent partile method  whose eieny is displayed
on some examples. With respet to the announement [8℄ we have introdued a learer
new notation, the operator ε− being shared from the integration by N . Appliations to
stohasti dierential equations driven by Lévy proesses will be gathered in an other ar-
tile.
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2 The Energy Image Density property (EID)
In this part we give suient onditions for a Dirihlet struture to fulll (EID) property.
These onditions onern nite dimensional ases and will be extended to the innite
dimensional setting of Poisson measures in Part 4.
For eah positive integer d, we denote by B(Rd) the Borel σ-eld on Rd and by λd the
Lebesgue measure on (Rd,B(Rd)) and as usually when no onfusion is possible, we shall
denote it by dx. For f measurable f∗ν denotes the image of the measure ν by f .
For a σ-nite measure Λ on some measurable spae, a Dirihlet form on L2(Λ) with
arré du hamp γ is said to satisfy (EID) if for any d and for any Rd-valued funtion U
whose omponents are in the domain of the form
U∗[(detγ[U,U
t]) · Λ]≪ λd
where det denotes the determinant.
2.1 A suient ondition on (Rr,B(Rr))
Given r ∈ N∗, for any B(Rr)-measurable funtion u : Rr → R, all i ∈ {1, · · · , r} and all
x¯ = (x1, · · · , xi−1, xi+1, · · · , xr) ∈ R
r−1
, we onsider u
(i)
x¯ : R→ R the funtion dened by
∀s ∈ R , u
(i)
x¯ (s) = u((x¯, s)i),
where (x¯, s)i = (x1, · · · xi−1, s, xi+1, · · · , xr).
Conversely if x = (x1, · · · , xr) belongs to R
r
we set xi = (x1, · · · , xi−1, xi+1, · · · , xr).
Then following standard notation, for any B(R) measurable funtion ρ : R → R+, we
denote by R(ρ) the largest open set on whih ρ−1 is loally integrable.
Finally, we are given k : Rr → R+ a Borel funtion and ξ = (ξij)1 6 i,j 6 r an R
r×r
-valued
and symmetri Borel funtion.
We make the following assumptions whih generalize Hamza's ondition (f. Fukushima-
Oshima-Takeda [16℄ Chap. 3 3.1 (3◦), p105):
Hypotheses (HG):
1. For any i ∈ {1, · · · , r} and λr−1-almost all x¯ ∈ {y ∈ Rr−1 :
∫
R
k
(i)
y (s) ds > 0},
k
(i)
x¯ = 0, λ
1
-a.e. on R \R(k
(i)
x¯ ).
2. There exists an open set O ⊂ Rr suh that λr(Rr \O) = 0 and ξ is loally ellipti on
O in the sense that for any ompat subset K, in O, there exists a positive onstant
cK suh that
∀x ∈ K, ∀c ∈ Rr
r∑
i,j=1
ξij(x)cicj > cK |c|
2.
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Following Albeverio-Rökner, Theorems 3.2 and 5.3 in [2℄ and also Rökner-Wielens Setion
4 in [29℄, we onsider d the set of B(Rr)-measurable funtions u in L2(kdx), suh that for
any i ∈ {1, · · · , r}, and λr−1-almost all x¯ ∈ Rr−1, u
(i)
x¯ has an absolute ontinuous version
u˜
(i)
x¯ on R(k
(i)
x¯ ) (dened λ
1
-a.e.) and suh that
∑
i,j ξij
∂u
∂xi
∂u
∂xj
∈ L1(kdx), where
∂u
∂xi
=
du˜
(i)
x¯
ds
.
Sometimes, we will simply denote
∂
∂xi
by ∂i.
And we onsider the following bilinear form on d:
∀u, v ∈ d, e[u, v] =
1
2
∫
Rr
∑
i,j
ξij(x)∂iu(x)∂jv(x)k(x) dx.
As usual we shall simply denote e[u, u] by e[u]. We have
Proposition 1. (d, e) is a loal Dirihlet form on L2(kdx) whih admits a arré du hamp
operator γ given by
∀u, v ∈ d, γ[u, v] =
∑
i,j
ξij∂iu∂jv.
Proof. All is lear exepted the fat that e is a losed form on d. To prove it, let us
onsider a sequene (un)n∈N∗ of elements in d whih onverges to u in L
2(kdx) and suh
that limn,m→+∞ e[un − um] = 0. Let W ⊂ O, an open subset whih satises W¯ ⊂ O and
suh that W¯ is ompat.
Let dW be the set of B(R
r)-measurable funtions u in L2(1W × k dx), suh that for
any i ∈ {1, · · · , r}, and λr−1-almost all x¯ ∈ Rr−1, u
(i)
x¯ has an absolute ontinuous version
u˜
(i)
x¯ on R((1W × k)
(i)
x¯ ) and suh that
∑
i,j ξij
∂u
∂xi
∂u
∂xj
∈ L1(1W × k dx), equipped with the
bilinear form
∀u, v ∈ dW , eW [u, v] =
1
2
∫
W
∑
i
∂iu(x)∂iv(x)k(x) dx =
1
2
∫
W
∇u(x) · ∇v(x)k(x) dx.
One an easily verify, sine W is an open set, that for all x¯ ∈ Rr−1
Six¯(W ) ∩R(k
(i)
x¯ ) ⊂ R((1W × k)
(i)
x¯ ), (1)
where Six¯(W ) is the open set {s ∈ R : (x¯, s)i ∈W}.
Then it is lear that the funtion 1W×k satises property 1. of (HG) and as a onsequene
of Theorems 3.2 and 5.3 in [2℄, (dW , eW ) is a Dirihlet form on L
2(1W × kdx).
We have for all n,m ∈ N
eW (un − um) =
1
2
∫
W
|∇un(x)−∇um(x)|
2 k(x)dx 6
1
cW¯
e(un − um),
as (d, eW ) is a losed form, we onlude that u belongs to dW .
Consider now an exhaustive sequene (Wm), of relatively ompat open sets in O suh that
for all m ∈ N, W¯m ⊂ Wm+1 ⊂ O. We have that for all m, u belongs to dWm hene by
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Theorems 3.2 and 5.3 in [2℄, for all i ∈ {1, · · · , r}, and λr−1-almost all x¯ ∈ Rr−1, u
(i)
x¯ has
an absolute ontinuous version on
⋃+∞
m=1R((1Wm × k)
(i)
x¯ ). Using relation (1), we have
Six¯(O) ∩R(k
(i)
x¯ ) =
+∞⋃
m=1
Six¯(Wm) ∩R(k
(i)
x¯ ) ⊂
+∞⋃
m=1
R((1Wm × k)
(i)
x¯ ).
As λr(Rr \O) = 0, we get that for almost all x¯ ∈ Rr−1,
⋃+∞
m=1R((1Wm × k)
(i)
x¯ ) = R(k
(i)
x¯ )
λ1-a.e. Moreover, by a diagonal extration, we have that a subsequene of (∇un) onverges
kdx-a.e. to ∇u, so by Fatou's Lemma, we onlude that u ∈ d and then limn→+∞ e[un −
u] = 0, whih is the desired result.
For any d ∈ N∗, if u = (u1, · · · , ud) belongs to d
d
, we shall denote by γ[u] the matrix
(γ[ui, uj ])1 6 i,j 6 d.
Theorem 2. (EID) property : the struture (Rr,B(Rr), k dx,d, γ) satises
∀d ∈ N∗ ∀u ∈ dd u∗[(det γ[u]) · kdx]≪ λ
d.
Proof. Let us mention that a proof was given by S. Song in [31℄ Theorem 16, in the more
general ase of lassial Dirihlet forms. Following his ideas, we present here a shorter
proof.
The proof is based on the o-area formula stated by H. Federer in [15℄, Theorems 3.2.5
and 3.2.12.
We rst introdue the subset A ⊂ Rr:
A = {x ∈ Rr : xi ∈ R(k
(i)
xi
) i = 1, · · · , r}.
As a onsequene of property 1. of (HG),
∫
Ac k(x)dx = 0.
Let u = (u1, · · · , ud) ∈ d
d
. We follow the notation and denitions introdued by Bouleau-
Hirsh in [10℄, Chap. II Setion 5.1.
Thanks to Theorem 3.2 in [2℄ and Stepano's Theorem (see Theorem 3.1.9 in [15℄ or Remark
5.1.2 Chap. II in [10℄), it is lear that for almost all a ∈ A, the approximate derivatives
ap
∂u
∂xi
exist for i = 1, · · · , r and if we set: Ju =
[
det
(
(
∑r
k=1 ∂kui∂kuj)1 6 i,j 6 d
)]1/2
, this
is equal kdx a.e. to the determinant of the approximate Jaobian matrix of u. Then, by
Theorem 3.1.4 in [15℄, u is approximately dierentiable at almost all points a in A.
We denote by Hr−d the (r − d)-dimensional Hausdor measure on Rr.
As a onsequene of Theorems 3.1.8, 3.1.16 and Lemma 3.1.7 in [15℄, for all n ∈ N∗, there
exists a map un : Rr → Rd of lass C1 suh that
λr(A \ {x : u(x) = un(x)}) 6
1
n
and
∀a ∈ {x : u(x) = un(x)}, ap
∂u
∂xi
(a) = ap
∂un
∂xi
(a), i = 1, · · · , r.
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Assume rst that d 6 r. Let B be a Borelian set in Rd suh that λr(B) = 0 . Thanks to
the o-area formula we have∫
Rr
1B(u(x))Ju(x)k(x) dx =
∫
A
1B(u(x))Ju(x)k(x) dx
= lim
n→+∞
∫
A∩{u=un}
1B(u(x))Ju(x)k(x) dx
= lim
n→+∞
∫
A∩{u=un}
1B(u
n(x))Jun(x)k(x) dx
= lim
n→+∞
∫
Rr
(∫
(un)−1(y)
1A∩{u=un}(x)1B(u
n(x))k(x)dHr−d(x)
)
dλr(y)
= lim
n→+∞
∫
Rr
1B(y)
(∫
(un)−1(y)
1A∩{u=un}(x)k(x)dH
r−d(x)
)
dλr(y)
= 0
So that, u∗(Ju · kdx)≪ λd.
We have
Ju =
[
det
(
Du · (Du)t
)]1/2
and γ(u) = Du · ξ ·Dut,
where Du is the d× r matrix:
(
∂ui
∂xk
)
1 6 i 6 d;1 6 k 6 r
.
As ξ(x) is symmetri and positive denite on O and λr(Rr \O) = 0, we have
{x ∈ A; Ju(x) > 0} = {x ∈ A; det(γ(u)(x)) > 0} a.e.,
and this ends the proof in this ase.
Now, if d > r, det(γ(u)) = 0 and the result is trivial.
2.2 The ase of a produt struture
We onsider a sequene of funtions ξi and ki, i ∈ N
∗
, ki being non-negative Borel funtions
suh that
∫
Rr
ki(x) dx = 1. We assume that for all i ∈ N
∗
, ξi and ki satisfy hypotheses
(HG) so that, we an onstrut, as for k in the previous subsetion, the Dirihlet form
(di, ei) on L
2(Rr, kidx) assoiated to the arré du hamp operator γi given by:
∀u, v ∈ di, γi[u, v] =
∑
k,l
ξikl∂ku∂lv.
We now onsider the produt Dirihlet form (d˜, e˜) =
∏+∞
i=1 (di, ei) dened on the produt
spae
(
(Rr)N
∗
, (B(Rr))N
∗)
equipped with the produt probability Λ =
∏+∞
i=1 kidx. We
denote by (Xn)n∈N∗ the oordinates maps on (R
r)N
∗
.
Let us reall that U = F (X1,X2, · · · ,Xn, · · · ) belongs to d˜ if and only if :
1. U belongs to L2
(
(Rr)N
∗
, (B(Rr))N
∗
,Λ
)
.
2. For all k ∈ N∗ and Λ-almost all (x1, · · · , xk−1, xk+1, · · · ) in (R
r)N
∗
, F (x1, · · · , xk−1, ·, xk+1, · · · )
belongs to dk.
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3. e˜(U) =
∑
k
∫
(Rr)N∗
ek(F (X1(x), · · · ,Xk−1(x), ·,Xk+1(x), · · · ))Λ(dx) < +∞.
Where as usual, the form ek ats only on the k-th oordinate.
It is also well known that (d˜, e˜) admits a arré du hamp γ˜ given by
γ˜[U ] =
∑
k
γk[F (X1, · · · ,Xk−1, ·,Xk+1, · · · )](Xk).
To prove that (EID) is satised by this struture, we rst prove that it is satised for
a nite produt. So, for all n ∈ N∗, we onsider (d˜n, e˜n) =
∏n
i=1(di, ei) dened on the
produt spae ((Rr)n, (B(Rr))n) equipped with the produt probability Λn =
∏n
i=1 kidx.
By restrition, we keep the same notation as the one introdued for the innite produt.
We know that this struture admits a arré du hamp operator γ˜n given by γ˜n =
∑n
i=1 γi.
Lemma 3. For all n ∈ N∗, the Dirihlet struture (d˜n, e˜n) saties (EID):
∀d ∈ N∗ ∀U ∈ (d˜n)
d U∗[(detγ˜n[U ]) · Λn]≪ λ
d.
Proof. The proof onsists in remarking that this is nothing but a partiular ase of Theorem
2 on R
nd
, ξ being replaed by Ξ, the diagonal matrix of the ξi, and the density being the
produt density.
As a onsequene of Chapter V Proposition 2.2.3. in Bouleau-Hirsh [10℄, we have
Theorem 4. The Dirihlet struture (d˜, e˜) satises (EID):
∀d ∈ N∗ ∀U ∈ d˜d U∗[(detγ˜[U ]) · Λ]≪ λ
d.
2.3 The ase of strutures obtained by injetive images
The following result ould be extended to more general images (see Bouleau-Hirsh [10℄
Chapter V 1.3 p 196 et seq.). We give the statement in the most useful form for Poisson
measures and proesses with independent inrements.
Let (Rp\{0},B(Rp\{0}), ν,d, γ) be a Dirihlet struture on Rp\{0} satisfying (EID).
Thus ν is σ-nite, γ is the arré du hamp operator and the Dirihlet form is e[u] =
1/2
∫
γ[u]dν.
Let U : Rp\{0} 7→ Rq\{0} be an injetive map suh that U ∈ dq. Then U∗ν is σ-nite.
If we put
dU = {ϕ ∈ L
2(U∗ν) : ϕ ◦ U ∈ d}
eU [ϕ] = e[ϕ ◦ U ]
γU [ϕ] =
d U∗(γ[ϕ◦U ].ν)
d U∗ν
we have
Proposition 5. The term (Rq\{0},B(Rq\{0}), U∗ν,dU , γU ) is a Dirihlet struture satis-
fying (EID).
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Proof. a) That (Rq\{0},B(Rq\{0}), U∗ν,dU , γU ) be a Dirihlet struture is general and
does not use the injetivity of U (f. the ase ν nite in Bouleau-Hirsh [10℄ Chap. V 1
p. 186 et seq.).
b) By the injetivity of U , we see that for ϕ ∈ dU
(γU [ϕ]) ◦ U = γ[ϕ ◦ U ] ν-a.s.
so that if f ∈ (dU )
r
f∗[det γU [f ] · U∗ν] = (f ◦ U)∗[det γ[f ◦ U ] · ν]
whih proves (EID) for the image struture.
Remark 1. Applying this result yields examples of Dirihlet strutures on R
n
satisfying
(EID) whose measures are arried by a (Lipshitzian) urve in R
n
or, under some hypothe-
ses, a ountable union of suh urves, and therefore whithout density.
3 Dirihlet struture on the Poisson spae related to a Dirih-
let struture on the states spae
Let (X,X , ν,d, γ) be a loal symmetri Dirihlet struture whih admits a arré du hamp
operator i.e. (X,X , ν) is a measured spae alled the bottom spae, ν is σ-nite and the
bilinear form
e[f, g] =
1
2
∫
γ[f, g] dν,
is a loal Dirihlet form with domain d ⊂ L2(ν) and arré du hamp operator γ (see
Bouleau-Hirsh [10℄, Chap. I). We assume that for all x ∈ X, {x} belongs to X and
that ν is diuse (ν({x}) = 0 ∀x). The generator assoiated to this Dirihlet struture is
denoted by a, its domain is D(a) ⊂ d and it generates the Markovian strongly ontinuous
semigroup (pt)t > 0 on L
2(ν).
Our aim is to study, thanks to Dirihlet forms methods, funtionals of a Poisson mea-
sure N , assoiated to (X,X , ν). It is dened on the probability spae (Ω,A,P) where Ω
is the onguration spae, the set of measures whih are ountable sum of Dira measures
on X, A is the sigma-eld generated by N and P is the law of N (see Neveu [24℄). The
probability spae (Ω,A,P) is alled the upper spae.
3.1 Density lemmas
Let (F,F , µ) be a probability spae suh that for all x ∈ F , {x} belongs to F and µ is
diuse. Let n ∈ N∗, we denote by x1, x2, · · · , xn the oordinates maps on (F
n,F⊗n, µ×n)
and we onsider the random measure m =
∑n
i=1 εxi .
Lemma 6. Let S be the symmetri sub-sigma-eld in F⊗n and p ∈ [1,+∞[. Sets
{m(g1) · · ·m(gn) : gi ∈ L
∞(µ) ∀i = 1, · · · , n} and {em(g) : g ∈ L∞(µ)} are both to-
tal in Lp(Fn,S, µ×n) and the set {eim(g) : g ∈ L∞(µ)} is total in Lp(Fn,S, µ×n;C).
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Proof. Beause µ is diuse, the set {g1(x1) · · · gn(xn) : gi ∈ L
∞(µ), gi with disjoint
supports ∀i = 1, · · · , n} is total in Lp(µ×n). Let G(x1, · · · , xn) be a linear ombina-
tion of suh funtions. If F (x1, · · · , xn) is symmetri and belongs to L
p(µ×n) then the
distane in Lp(µ×n) between F (x1, · · · , xn) and G(xσ(1), · · · , xσ(n)) for σ ∈ S the set
of permutations on {1, · · · , n}, does not depend on σ and as a onsequene is larger
than the distane between F (x1, · · · , xn) and the baryenter
1
n!
∑
σ∈SG(xσ(1), · · · , xσ(n)).
So, the set { 1n!
∑
σ∈SG(xσ(1), · · · , xσ(n) : gi ∈ L
∞(µ) , gi with disjoint supports ∀i =
1, · · · , n} is total in Lp(Fn,S, µ×n). We onlude by using the following property : if
fi i = 1, · · · , n, are F-measurable funtions with disjoint supports then: m(f1) · · ·m(fn) =∑
σ∈S f1(xσ(1)) · · · fn(xσ(n)).
Lemma 7. Let N1 be a random Poisson measure on (F,F , µ1) where µ1, the intensity of
N1, is a nite and diuse measure, dened on some probability spae (Ω1,A1,P1) where
A1 = σ(N1). Then, for any p ∈ [1,+∞[, the set {e
−N1(f) : f > 0, f ∈ L∞(µ1)} is total in
Lp(Ω1,A1,P1) and {e
iN1(f) : f ∈ L∞(µ1)} is total in L
p(Ω1,A1,P1;C).
Proof. Let us put P = N1(F ), it is an integer valued random variable. As {e
iλP : λ ∈ R}
is total in Lp(N,P(N),PP ) where PP is the law of P , for any n ∈ N
∗
and any g ∈ L∞(µ1),
one an approximate in Lp(Ω1,A1,P1;C) the random variable 1{P=n}e
iN1(g)
by a sequene
of variables of the form
∑K
k=1 ake
iλkP eiN1(g) with ak, λk ∈ R, k = 1 · · ·K. But, as a
onsequene of the previous lemma, we know that {1{P=n}e
iN1(f) : f ∈ L∞(µ1)} is total
in Lp({P = n},A1|{P=n},P1|{P=n};C), whih provides the result.
We now give the main lemma, with the notation introdued at the beginning of this
setion.
Lemma 8. For p ∈ [1,∞[, the set {e−N(f) : f > 0, f ∈ L1(ν) ∩ L∞(ν)} is total in
Lp(Ω,A,P) and {eiN(f) : f ∈ L1(ν) ∩ L∞(ν)} is total in Lp(Ω,A,P;C).
Proof. Assume that ν is non nite. Let (Fk)k∈N be a partition of Ω suh that for all k,
ν(Fk) be nite. By restrition of N to eah set Fk, we onstrut a sequene of independent
Poisson measures (Nk) suh that N =
∑
kNk. As any variable in L
p
is the limit of
variables whih depend only on a nite number of Nk, we onlude thanks to the previous
lemma.
3.2 Constrution using the Friedrihs' argument
3.2.1. Basi formulas and pre-generator
We set N˜ = N − ν then the identity E[(N˜(f))2] =
∫
f2 dν, for f ∈ L1(ν) ∩ L2(ν) an
be extended uniquely to f ∈ L2(ν) and this permits to dene N˜(f) for f ∈ L2(ν). The
Laplae harateristi funtional
E[eiN˜(f)] = e−
R
(1−eif+if) dν f ∈ L2(ν) (2)
yields:
Proposition 9. For all f ∈ d and all h ∈ D(a),
E
[
eiN˜(f)
(
N˜(a[h]) +
i
2
N(γ[f, h])
)]
= 0. (3)
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Proof. Derivating in 0 the map t→ E
[
eiN˜(f+ta[h])
]
, we have thanks to (2),
E[eiN˜(f)+
R
(1−eif+if)dνN˜(a[h])] =
∫
(eif − 1)a[h] dν, (4)
then using the fat that funtion x 7→ eix − 1 is Lipshitz and vanishes in 0 and the
funtional alulus related to a loal Dirihlet form (see Bouleau-Hirsh [10℄ Setion I.6)
we get that the member on the right hand side in (4) is equal to
−
1
2
∫
γ[eif − 1, h] dν = −
i
2
∫
eifγ[f, h] dν.
We onlude by applying one more (4) with γ[f, h] instead of a[h].
The linear ombinations of variables of the form eiN˜(f) with f ∈ D(a)
⋂
L1(ν) are dense
in L2(Ω,A,P;C) thanks to Lemma 8. This is a natural hoie for test funtions, but, for
tehnial reason, we need in addition that γ[f ] belongs to L2(ν). So we suppose :
Bottom ore hypothesis (BC). The bottom struture is suh that there exists a subspae H
of D(a)
⋂
L1(ν) suh that ∀f ∈ H, γ[f ] ∈ L2(ν), and the spae D0 of linear ombinations
of eiN˜(f), f ∈ H, is dense in L2(Ω,A,P;C).
This hypothesis will be fullled in all ases on R
r
where D(a) ontains the C∞ funtions
with ompat support and γ operates on them.
If U =
∑
p λpe
iN˜(fp)
belongs to D0, we put
A0[U ] =
∑
p
λpe
iN˜(fp)(iN˜ (a[fp])−
1
2
N(γ[fp])). (5)
This is a natural hoie as andidate for the pregenerator of the upper struture, sine,
as easily seen using (5), it indues the relation Γ[N(f)] = N(γ[f ]) between the arré du
hamp operators of the upper and the bottom strutures, whih is satised in the ase
ν(X) <∞.
One has to note that for the moment, A0 is not uniquely determined sine a priori
A0[U ] depends on the expression of U whih is possibly non unique.
Proposition 10. Let U, V ∈ D0, U =
∑
p λpe
iN˜(fp)
and V =
∑
q µqe
iN˜(gq)
. One has
− E[A0[U ]V ] =
1
2
E
[∑
p,q
λpµqe
iN˜(fp−gq)N(γ[fp, gq])
]
(6)
whih is also equal to
1
2
E[
∑
p,q
F ′pG
′
qN(γ[fp, gq])], (7)
where F and G are suh that U = F (N˜(f1), · · · , N˜(fn)) and V = G(N˜ (g1), · · · , N˜(gm))
and F ′p =
∂F
∂xp
(N˜(f1), · · · , N˜ (fn), G
′
q =
∂G
∂xq
(N˜(g1), · · · , N˜ (gm)).
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Proof. We have
−E[A0[U ]V ] = −E
[∑
p,q
λpµqe
iN˜(fp−gq)(iN˜ (a[fp])−
1
2
N(γ[fp]))
]
.
Thanks to Proposition 9,
−E
[∑
p,q
λpµqe
iN˜(fp−gq)iN˜(a[fp])
]
= −
1
2
E
[∑
p,q
λpµqe
iN˜(fp−gq)N(γ[fp, fp − gq])
]
=
1
2
E
[∑
p,q
λpµqe
iN˜(fp−gq)N(γ[fp, gq])
]
−
1
2
E
[∑
p,q
λpµqe
iN˜(fp−gq)N(γ[fp])
]
whih gives the statement.
It remains to prove that A0 is uniquely determined and so is an operator ating on D0.
To this end, thanks to the previous proposition, we just have to prove that the quantity∑
p,q F
′
pG
′
qN(γ[fp, gq]) does not depend on the hoie of representations for U and V . In
the same spirit as Ma-Rökner (see [23℄), the introdution of a gradient will yield this
non-dependene. Let us mention that the gradient we introdue is dierent from the one
onsidered by these authors and is based on a notion that we present now.
3.2.2. Partile-wise produt of a Poisson measure and a probability
We are still onsidering N the random Poisson measure on (X,X , ν) and we are given an
auxiliary probability spae (R,R, ρ). We onstrut a random Poisson measure N ⊙ ρ on
(X × R,X ⊗ R, ν × ρ) suh that if N =
∑
i εxi then N ⊙ ρ =
∑
i ε(xi,ri) where (ri) is
a sequene of i.i.d. random variables independent of N whose ommon law is ρ. Suh a
random Poisson measure N ⊙ ρ is sometimes alled a marked Poisson measure.
The onstrution of N ⊙ρ follows line by line the one of N . Let us reall it. We rst study
the ase where ν is nite and we onsider the probability spae
(N,P(N), Pν(X))× (X,X ,
ν
ν(X)
)N
∗
,
where Pν(X) denotes the Poisson law with intensity ν(X) and we put
N =
Y∑
i=1
εxi , (with the onvention
0∑
1
= 0)
where Y, x1, · · · , xn, · · · denote the oordinates maps. We introdue the probability spae
(Ωˆ, Aˆ, Pˆ) = (R,R, ρ)N
∗
,
and the oordinates are denoted by r1, · · · , rn, · · · . On the probability spae (N,P(N), Pν(X))×
(X,X , νν(X))
N∗ × (Ωˆ, Aˆ, Pˆ), we dene the random measure N ⊙ ρ =
∑Y
i=1 ε(xi,ri). It is a
Poisson random measure on X ×R with intensity measure ν × ρ. For f ∈ L1(ν × ρ)
Eˆ[
∫
X×R
fdN ⊙ ρ] =
∫
X
(
∫
R
f(x, r)dρ(r))N(dx) P− a.e. (8)
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and if f ∈ L2(ν × ρ)
Eˆ[(
∫
X×R
fdN ⊙ ρ)2] = (
∫
X
∫
R
fdρdN)2 −
∫
X
(
∫
R
fdρ)2dN +
∫
X
∫
R
f2dρdN, (9)
where Eˆ stands for the expetation under the probability Pˆ.
If ν is σ-nite, we extend this onstrution by a standard produt argument. Eventually
in all ases, we have onstruted N on (Ω,A,P) and N ⊙ ρ on (Ω,A,P) × (Ωˆ, Aˆ, Pˆ), it is
a random Poisson measure on X ×R with intensity measure ν × ρ.
We now are able to generalize identities (8) and (9):
Proposition 11. Let F be an A⊗X ⊗R measurable funtion suh that E
∫
X×R F
2 dνdρ
and E
∫
R(
∫
X |F |dν)
2dρ are both nite then the following relation holds
Eˆ[(
∫
X×R
FdN ⊙ ρ)2] = (
∫
X
∫
R
FdρdN)2 −
∫
X
(
∫
R
Fdρ)2dN +
∫
X
∫
R
F 2dρdN, (10)
Proof. Approximating rst F by a sequene of elementary funtions and then introduing a
partition (Bk) of subsets of X of nite ν-measure, this identity is seen to be a onsequene
of (9).
We denote by PN the measure PN = P(dw)Nw(dx) on (Ω×X,A⊗X ). Let us remark
that PN and P× ν are singular beause ν is diuse.
We will use the following onsequene of the previous proposition :
Corollary 12. Let F be an A ⊗ X ⊗ R measurable funtion. If F belongs to L2(Ω ×
X × R,PN × ρ) and
∫
F (w, x, r)ρ(dr) = 0 for PN -almost all (w, x), then
∫
FdN ⊙ ρ is
well-dened and belongs to L2(P× Pˆ), moreover
Eˆ[(
∫
X×R
FdN ⊙ ρ)2] =
∫
F 2dNdρ P-a.e. (11)
Proof. If F satises hypotheses of Proposition 11 then the result is lear. The general ase
is obtained by approximation.
3.2.3. Gradient and welldenedness
From now on, we assume that the Hilbert spae d is separable so that (see Bouleau-Hirsh
[10℄, ex.5.9 p. 242) the bottom Dirihlet struture admits a gradient operator in the sense
that there exist a separable Hilbert spae H and a ontinuous linear map D from d into
L2(X, ν;H) suh that
• ∀u ∈ d, ‖D[u]‖2H = γ[u].
• If F : R→ R is Lipshitz then
∀u ∈ d, D[F ◦ u] = (F ′ ◦ u)Du.
• If F is C1 (ontinuously dierentiable) and Lipshitz from Rd into R (with d ∈ N)
then
∀u = (u1, · · · , ud) ∈ d
d, D[F ◦ u] =
d∑
i=1
(F ′i ◦ u)D[ui].
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As only the Hilbertian struture plays a role, we an hoose for H the spae L2(R,R, ρ)
where (R,R, ρ) is a probability spae suh that the dimension of the vetor spae L2(R,R, ρ)
is innite. As usual, we identify L2(ν;H) and L2(X ×R,X ⊗R, ν × ρ) and we denote the
gradient D by ♭:
∀u ∈ d, Du = u♭ ∈ L2(X ×R,X ⊗R, ν × ρ).
Without loss of generality, we assume moreover that operator ♭ takes its values in the
orthogonal spae of 1 in L2(R,R, ρ), in other words we take for H the orthogonal of 1. So
that we have
∀u ∈ d,
∫
u♭dρ = 0 ν-a.e. (12)
Let us emphasize that hypothesis (12) although restrition-free, is a key property here (as
in many appliations to error alulus f [7℄ Chap. V p225 et seq.) Thanks to Corollary
12, it is the feature whih will avoid non-loal nite dierene alulation on the upper
spae. Finally, although not neessary, we assume for simpliity that onstants belong to
dloc (see Bouleau-Hirsh [10℄ Chap. I Denition 7.1.3.)
1 ∈ dloc whih implies γ[1] = 0 and 1
♭ = 0. (13)
We now introdue the reation and annihilation operators ε+ and ε− well-known in quan-
tum mehanis (see Meyer [21℄, Nualart-Vives [25℄, Piard [26℄ et.) in the following way:
∀x,w ∈ Ω, ε+x (w) = w1{x∈suppw} + (w + εx)1{x/∈suppw}
∀x,w ∈ Ω, ε−x (w) = w1{x/∈suppw} + (w − εx)1{x∈suppw}.
One an verify that for all w ∈ Ω,
ε+x (w) = w and ε
−
x (w) = w − εx for Nw-almost all x (14)
and
ε+x (w) = w + εx and ε
−
x (w) = w for ν-almost all x (15)
We extend this operator to the funtionals by setting:
ε+H(w, x) = H(ε+x w, x) and ε
−H(w, x) = H(ε−xw, x).
The next lemma shows that the image of P× ν by ε+ is nothing but PN whose image by
ε− is P× ν :
Lemma 13. Let H be A⊗X -measurable and non negative, then
E
∫
ε+Hdν = E
∫
HdN and E
∫
ε−HdN = E
∫
Hdν.
Proof. Let us assume rst that H = e−N(f)g where f and g are non negative and belong
to L1(ν) ∩ L2(ν). We have:
E
∫
ε+Hdν = E
∫
e−N(f)e−f(x)g(x)dν(x),
and by standard alulations based on the properties of the Laplae funtional we obtain
that
E
∫
e−N(f)e−f(x)g(x)dν(x) = E[e−N(f)N(g)] = E
∫
HdN.
We onlude using a monotone lass argument and similarly for the seond equation.
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Let us also remark that if F ∈ L2(PN × ρ) satises
∫
Fdρ = 0 PN -a.e. then if we put
ε+F (w, x, r) = F (ε+x (w), x, r) we have∫
ε+FdN ⊙ ρ =
∫
FdN ⊙ ρ P-a.e. (16)
Indeed
∫
(ε+F − F )2dNdρ = 0 P-a.e. beause ε+x (w) = w for Nw-almost all x.
Denition 14. For all F ∈ D0, we put
F ♯ =
∫
ε−((ε+F )♭) dN⊙ρ.
Thanks to hypothesis (13) we have the following representation of F ♯:
F ♯(w, wˆ) =
∫
X×R
ε−((F (ε+· (w)) − F (w))
♭)(x, r) N ⊙ ρ(dxdr).
Let us also remark that Denition 14 makes sense beause for all F ∈ D0 and P-almost all
w ∈ Ω, the map y 7→ F (ε+y (w)) − F (w) belongs to d. To see this, take F = e
iN˜(f)
with
f ∈ D(a)
⋂
L1(ν), then
F (ε+y (w)) − F (w) = e
iN˜(f)(eif(y) − 1),
and we know that eif − 1 ∈ d. We now proeed and obtain
(eiN˜(f))♯ =
∫
ε−(eiN˜(f)(eif − 1)♭) dN ⊙ ρ =
∫
ε−(eiN˜(f)+if (if)♭) dN ⊙ ρ
and eventually
(eiN˜(f))♯ =
∫
eiN˜(f)(if)♭ dN ⊙ ρ.
So, if F,G ∈ D0, F =
∑
p λpe
iN˜(fp)
, G =
∑
q µqe
iN˜(gq)
, as
∫
f ♭pdρ =
∫
g♭qdρ = 0 and thanks
to Corollary 12, we have
Eˆ[F ♯G♯] =
∑
p,q
λpµqe
iN˜(fp−gq)
∫
(ifp)
♭(igq)♭dNdρ,
and so
Eˆ[F ♯G♯] =
∑
p,q
λpµqe
iN˜(fp−gq)N(γ(fp, gq)) (17)
But, by Denition 14, it is lear that F ♯ does not depend on the representation of F in D0
so as a onsequene of the previous identity
∑
p,q λpµqe
iN˜(fp−gq)N(γ(fp, gq)) depends only
on F and G and thanks to (6), we onlude that A0 is well-dened and is a linear operator
from D0 into L
2(P).
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3.2.4. Upper struture and rst properties
As a onsequene of Proposition 10, it is lear that A0 is symmetri, non positive on D0
therefore (see Bouleau-Hirsh [10℄ p.4) it is losable and we an onsider its Friedrihs
extension (A,D(A)) whih generates a losed Hermitian form E with domain D ⊃ D(A)
suh that
∀U ∈ D(A) ∀V ∈ D, E(U, V ) = −E[A[U ]V ].
Moreover, thanks to Proposition 10, it is lear that ontrations operate, so (see Bouleau-
Hirsh [10℄ ex. 3.6 p.16) (D, E) is a loal Dirihlet form whih admits a arré du hamp
operator Γ. The upper struture that we have obtained (Ω,A,P,D,Γ) satises the following
properties :
• ∀f ∈ d, N˜(f) ∈ D and
Γ[N˜(f)] = N(γ[f ]), (18)
moreover the map f 7→ N˜(f) is an isometry from d into D.
• ∀f ∈ D(a), eiN˜(f) ∈ D(A), and
A[eiN˜(f)] = eiN˜(f)(iN˜(a[f ])−
1
2
N(γ[f ])). (19)
• The operator ♯ (dened on D0) admits an extension on D, still denoted ♯, it is a
gradient assoiated to Γ and for all f ∈ d:
(N˜(f))♯ =
∫
X×R
f ♭ dN ⊙ ρ. (20)
As a gradient for the Dirihlet struture (Ω,A,P,D,Γ), ♯ is a losed operator from L2(P)
into L2(P × Pˆ). It satises the hain rule and operates on the funtionals of the form
Φ(N˜(f)), Φ Lipshitz f ∈ d, or more generally Ψ(N˜(f1), · · · , N˜(Fn)) with Ψ Lipshitz
and C1 and f1, · · · , fn in d.
Let us also remark that if F belongs to D0,
A[F ] = N(ε−(a[ε+F ])). (21)
3.2.5. Link with the Fok spae
The aim of this subsetion is to make the link with other existing works and to present
another approah based on the Fok spae. It is independent of the rest of this artile.
Let g ∈ D(a) ∩ L1(ν) suh that −12 6 g 6 0 and a[g] ∈ L
1(ν). Clearly, f = − log(1 + g) is
non-negative and belongs to d. We have for all v ∈ d ∩ L1(ν)
E [e−N(f), e−N(v)] =
1
2
E
[
e−N(f)e−N(v)Γ[N(f), N(v)]
]
=
1
2
E
[
e−N(f)e−N(v)N(γ[f, v])
]
=
1
2
e
R
X
(1−e−f−v)dν
∫
X
γ[f, v]e−f−vdν.
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As a onsequene of the funtional alulus∫
X
γ[f, v]e−f−vdν =
∫
X
γ[g, e−v ]dν = −2
∫
X
a[g]e−vdν,
this yields
E [e−N(f), e−N(v)] = −E[e−N(f)e−N(v)N(
a[g]
1 + g
)]. (22)
Thus by Lemma 8, we obtain
Proposition 15. Let g ∈ D(a) ∩ L1(ν) suh that −12 6 g 6 0 and a[g] ∈ L
1(ν) then
eN(log(1+g)) ∈ D(A) and A[eN(log(1+g))] = eN(log(1+g))N(
a[g]
1 + g
). (23)
Let us reall that (pt) is the semigroup assoiated to the bottom struture. If g
satises the hypotheses of the previous proposition, ptg also satises them. The map
Ψ : t 7→ eN(log(1+ptg)) is dierentiable and dΨdt = AΨ with Ψ(0) = e
N(log(1+g))
hene
Ψ(t) = Pt[e
N(log(1+g))] where (Pt) is the strongly ontinuous semigroup generated by A.
So, we have proved
Proposition 16. Let g be a measurable funtion with −12 6 g 6 0, then
∀t > 0, Pt[e
N(log(1+g))] = eN(log(1+ptg)).
For any m ∈ N∗, we denote by L2sym(X
m,X⊗m, ν×m) the set of symmetri funtions in
L2(Xm,X⊗m, ν×m) and we reall that ν is diuse.
For all F ∈ L2sym(X
m,X⊗m, ν×m), we put
Im(F ) =
∫
Xm
F (x1, · · · , xm)1{∀i 6=j,xi 6=xj} N˜(dx1) · · · N˜(dxm).
One an easily verify that for all F,G ∈ L2sym(X
m,X⊗m, ν×m) and all n,m ∈ N∗,
E[Im(F )In(G)] = 0 if n 6= m and
E[In(F )In(G)] = n!〈F,G〉L2sym(Xn,X⊗n,ν×n),
where 〈·, ·〉L2sym(Xn,X⊗n,ν×n) denotes the salar produt in L
2
sym(X
n,X⊗n, ν×n). For all n ∈
N
∗
, we onsider Cn, the Poisson haos of order n, i.e. the sub-vetor spae of L
2(Ω,A,P)
generated by the variables In(F ), F ∈ L
2
sym(X
n,X⊗n, ν×n). The fat that
L2(Ω,A,P) = R⊕+∞n=1 Cn.
has been proved by K. Ito (see [18℄) in 1956. This proof is based on the fat that the set
{N(E1) · · ·N(Ek), (Ei) disjoint sets in X} is total in L
2(Ω,A,P).
Another approah, quite natural, onsists in studying arefully, for g ∈ L1 ∩ L∞(ν),
what has to be subtrated from the integral with respet to the produt measure∫
Xn
g(x1) · · · g(xn) N˜(dx1) · · · N˜(dxn)
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to obtain the Poisson stohasti integral
In(g
⊗n) =
∫
Xn
g(x1) · · · g(xn)1{∀i 6=j,xi 6=xj} N˜(dx1) · · · N˜(dxn).
This an be done in an elegant way by the use of latties of partitions and the Möbius
inversion formula (see Rota-Wallstrom [30℄). This leads to the following formula (observe
the tilde on the rst N only) :
In(g
⊗n) =
n∑
k=1
Bn,k(N˜ (g),−1!N(g
2), 2!N(g3), . . . , (−1)n−k(n− k)!N(gn−k+1)),
where the Bn,k are the exponential Bell polynomials given by
Bn,k =
∑ n!
c1!c2! · · · (1!)c1(2!)c2 · · ·
xc11 x
c2
2 · · ·
the sum being taken over all the non-negative integers c1, c2, · · · suh that
c1 + 2c2 + 3c3 + · · · = n
c1 + c2 + · · · = k.
In(g
⊗n) is a homogeneous funtion of order n with respet to g. If we express the Taylor
expansion of eN(log(1+tg)) and ompute the n-th derivate with respet to t thanks to the
formula of the omposed funtions (see Comtet [11℄) we obtain
eN(log(1+tg))−tν(g) = 1 +
+∞∑
n=1
tn
n!
n∑
k=1
Bn,k(N˜ (g),−1!N(g
2), . . . , (−1)n−k(n− k)!N(gn−k+1))
this yields
eN(log(1+g))−ν(g) = 1 +
+∞∑
n=1
1
n!
In(g
⊗n). (24)
The density of the haos is now a onsequene of Lemma 8.
Conversely, one an prove formula (24) thanks to the density of the haos, see for
instane Surgailis [32℄. By transportation of struture, the density of the haos has a short
proof using stohasti alulus for the Poisson proess on R+, f Dellaherie, Maisonneuve
and Meyer [13℄ p207, see also Applebaum [3℄ Theorems 4.1 and 4.3.
3.3 Extension of the representation of the gradient and the lent partile
method
3.3.1. Extension of the representation of the gradient
The goal of this subsetion is to extend formula of Denition 14 to any F ∈ D.
To this aim, we introdue an auxiliary vetor spae D whih is the ompletion of the
algebrai tensor produt D0⊗d with respet to the norm ‖ ‖D whih is dened as follows.
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Considering η, a xed stritly positive funtion on X suh that N(η) belongs to L2(P), we
set for all H ∈ D0 ⊗ d:
‖H‖D =
(
E
∫
X
ε−(γ[H])(w, x)N(dx)
) 1
2
+ E
∫
(ε−|H|)(w, x)η(x)N(dx)
=
(
E
∫
X
γ[H])(w, x)ν(dx)
) 1
2
+ E
∫
|H|(w, x)η(x)ν(dx)
One has to note that if F ∈ D0 then ε
+F − F ∈ D0 ⊗ d and if F =
∑
p λpe
iN˜(fp)
, we
have
γ[ε+F − F ] =
∑
p,q
λpλqe
iN˜(fp−fq)ei(fp−fq)γ[fp, fq],
so that ∫
X
ε−γ[ε+F − F ] dN =
∫ ∑
p,q
λpλqe
iN˜(fp−fq)γ[fp, fq] dN,
by the onstrution of Proposition 10, this last term is nothing but Γ[F ]. Thus, if F ∈ D0
then ε+F − F ∈ D and
‖ε+F − F‖D = (EΓ[F ])
1
2 + E[
∫
|ε+F − F |η dN ]
6 (2E [F ])
1
2 + 2‖F‖L2(P)‖N(η)‖L2(P)
As a onsequene, ε+ − I admits a unique extension on D. It is a ontinuous linear map
from D into D. Sine by (13) γ[ε+F − F ] = γ[ε+F ] and (ε+F − F )♭ = (ε+F )♭, this leads
to the following theorem :
Theorem 17. The formula
∀F ∈ D, F ♯ =
∫
X×R
ε−((ε+F )♭) dN ⊙ ρ, (25)
is justied by the following deomposition:
F ∈ D
ε+−I
7−→ ε+F−F ∈ D
ε−((.)♭)
7−→ ε−((ε+F )♭) ∈ L20(PN×ρ)
d(N⊙ρ)
7−→ F ♯ ∈ L2(P×Pˆ)
where eah operator is ontinuous on the range of the preeding one and where L20(PN × ρ)
is the losed set of elements G in L2(PN × ρ) suh that
∫
RGdρ = 0 PN -a.e.
Moreover, we have for all F ∈ D
Γ[F ] = Eˆ(F ♯)2 =
∫
X
ε−(γ[ε+F ]) dN.
Proof. Let H ∈ D, there exists a sequene (Hn) of elements in D0 ⊗ d whih onverges to
H in D and we have for all n ∈ N∫
ε−(H♭n)
2 dPNdρ = E
∫
ε−γ[Hn] dN 6 ‖Hn‖
2
D,
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therefore (H♭n) is a Cauhy sequene in L
2
0(PN × ρ) hene onverges to an element in
L20(PN × ρ) that we denote by ε
−(H♭).
Moreover, if K ∈ L20(PN × ρ), we have
EEˆ
(∫
X×R
K(w, x, r)N ⊙ ρ(dxdr)
)2
= E
∫
X×R
K2 dNdρ = ‖K‖2L2(PN×ρ).
This provides the assertion of the statement.
The funtional alulus for ♯ and Γ involves mutually singular measures and may be
followed step by step :
Let us rst reall that by Lemma 13 the map (w, x) 7→ (ε+x (w), x) applied to lasses of
funtions PN -a.e. yields lasses of funtions P×ν-a.e. and also the map (w, x) 7→ (ε
−
x (w), x)
applied to lasses of funtions P× ν-a.e. yields lasses of funtions PN -a.e.
But produt funtionals of the form F (w, x) = G(w)g(x) where G is a lass P-a.e. and
g a lass ν-a.e. belong neessarily to a single lass PN -a.e. Hene, if we applied ε
+
to suh
a funtional, this yields a unique lass P× ν-a.e. In partiular with F = eiN˜fg :
ε+(eiN˜fg) = eiN˜feifg P× ν-a.e.
from this lass the operator ε− yields a lass PN -a.e.
ε−(eiN˜feifg) = eiN˜fg PN -a.e.
and this result is the same as F PN -a.e.
This applies to the ase where F depends only on w and is dened P-a.e. then
ε−(ε+F )) = F PN -a.e.
Thus the funtional alulus deomposes as follows :
Proposition 18. Let us onsider the subset of D of funtionals of the form H = Φ(F1, . . . , Fn)
with Φ ∈ C1 ∩ Lip(Rn) and Fi ∈ D, putting F = (F1, . . . , Fn) we have the following :
a) (ε+H)♭ =
∑
iΦ
′
i(ε
+F )(ε+Fi)
♭
P× ν × ρ-a.e.
γ[ε+H] =
∑
ij Φ
′
i(ε
+F )Φ′j(ε
+F )γ[ε+Fi, ε
+Fj ] P× ν-a.e.
b) ε−(ε+H)♭ =
∑
iΦ
′
i(F )ε
−(ε+Fi)
♭
PN × ρ-a.e.
ε−γ[ε+H] =
∑
ij Φ
′
i(F )Φ
′
j(F )ε
−γ[ε+Fi, ε
+Fj ] PN -a.e.
c) H♯ =
∫
ε−((ε+H)♭) dN ⊙ ρ =
∑
iΦ
′
i(F )
∫
ε−(ε+Fi)
♭ dN ⊙ ρ P× Pˆ-a.e.
Γ[H] =
∫
ε−γ[ε+H]dN =
∑
ij Φ
′
i(F )Φ
′
j(F )
∫
ε−γ[ε+Fi, ε
+Fj ]dN P-a.e.
Remark 2. The projetion of the measure PN on Ω is a (possibly non σ-nite) measure
equivalent to P only if ν(X) = +∞, i.e. if P{N(1) > 0} = 1.
If ν(X) = ‖ν‖ < +∞, then P{N(1) = 0} = e−‖ν‖ > 0, and the suient ondition
for existene of density Γ[F ] > 0 P-a.s. is never fullled beause Γ[F ] =
∫
ε−(γ[ε+F ]) dN
vanishes on {N(1) = 0}. Conditioning arguments with respet to the set {N(1) > 0} have
to be used.
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3.3.2. The lent partile method: rst appliation
The preeding theorem provides a new method to study the regularity of Poisson funtion-
als, that we present on an example.
Let us onsider, for instane, a real proess Yt with independent inrements and Lévy
measure σ integrating x2, Yt being supposed entered without Gaussian part. We assume
that σ has a density satisfying Hamza's ondition (Fukushima-Oshima-Takeda [16℄ p105)
so that a loal Dirihlet struture may be onstruted on R\{0} with arré du hamp
γ[f ] = x2f ′2(x). We suppose also hypothesis (BC) (f 3.2.1). If N is the random Poisson
measure with intensity dt×σ we have
∫ t
0 h(s) dYs =
∫
1[0,t](s)h(s)xN˜ (dsdx) and the hoie
done for γ gives Γ[
∫ t
0 h(s)dYs] =
∫ t
0 h
2(s)d[Y, Y ]s for h ∈ L
2
loc(dt). In order to study the
regularity of the random variable V =
∫ t
0 ϕ(Ys−)dYs where ϕ is Lipshitz and C
1
, we have
two ways:
a) We may represent the gradient ♯ as Y ♯t = B[Y,Y ]t where B is a standard auxiliary
independent Brownian motion. Then by the hain rule
V ♯ =
∫ t
0
ϕ′(Ys−)(Ys−)
♯dYs +
∫ t
0
ϕ(Ys−)dB[Y ]s
now using (Ys−)
♯ = (Y ♯s )−, a lassial but rather tedious stohasti alulus yields
Γ[V ] = Eˆ[V ♯2] =
∑
α 6 t
∆Y 2α (
∫ t
]α
ϕ′(Ys−)dYs + ϕ(Yα−))
2. (26)
where ∆Yα = Yα − Yα−. Sine V has real values the energy image density property holds
for V , and V has a density as soon as Γ[V ] is stritly positive a.s. what may be disussed
using the relation (26).
b) An other more diret way onsists in applying the theorem. For this we dene ♭ by
hoosing ξ suh that
∫ 1
0 ξ(r)dr = 0 and
∫ 1
0 ξ
2(r)dr = 1 and putting f ♭ = xf ′(x)ξ(r).
1o. First step. We add a partile (α, x) i.e. a jump to Y at time α with size x what
gives
ε+V − V = ϕ(Yα−)x+
∫ t
]α(ϕ(Ys− + x)− ϕ(Ys−))dYs
2o. V ♭ = 0 sine V does not depend on x, and
(ε+V )♭ = (ϕ(Yα−)x+
∫ t
]α ϕ
′(Ys− + x)xdYs)ξ(r) beause x
♭ = xξ(r).
3o. We ompute γ[ε+V ] =
∫
(ε+V )♭2dr = (ϕ(Yα−)x+
∫ t
]α ϕ
′(Ys− + x)xdYs)
2
4o. We take bak the partile we gave, in order to ompute
∫
ε−γ[ε+V ]dN . That gives
∫
ε−γ[ε+V ]dN =
∫ (
ϕ(Yα−) +
∫ t
]α
ϕ′(Ys−)dYs
)2
x2 N(dαdx)
and (26).
We remark that both operators F 7→ ε+F , F 7→ (ε+F )♭ are non-loal, but instead
F 7→
∫
ε−(ε+F )♭ d(N ⊙ ρ) and F 7→
∫
ε−γ[ε+F ] dN are loal : taking bak the lent
partile gives the loality. We will deepen this example in dimension p in Part 5.
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4 (EID) property on the upper spae from (EID) property
on the bottom spae and the domain Dloc
From now on, we make additional hypotheses on the bottom struture (X,X , ν,d, γ) whih
are stronger but satised in most of the examples.
Hypothesis (H1): X admits a partition of the form: X = B
⋃
(
⋃+∞
k=1Ak) where for all k,
Ak ∈ X with ν(Ak) < +∞ and ν(B) = 0, in suh a way that for any k ∈ N
∗
may be
dened a loal Dirihlet struture with arré du hamp:
Sk = (Ak,X|Ak , ν|Ak ,dk, γk),
with
∀f ∈ d, f|Ak ∈ dk and γ[f ]|Ak = γk[f|Ak ].
Hypothesis (H2): Any nite produt of strutures Sk satises (EID).
Remark 3. In many examples where X is a topologial spae, (H1) is satised by hoosing
for (Ak) k ∈ N
∗
a regular open set.
Let us remark that (H2) is satised for the strutures studied in Part 2.
The main result of this setion is the following:
Proposition 19. If the bottom struture (X,X , ν,d, γ) satises (H1) and (H2) then the
upper struture (Ω,A,P,D,Γ) satises (EID).
Proof. For all k ∈ N∗, sine ν(Ak) < +∞, we onsider an upper struture Sk = (Ωk,Ak,
Pk,Dk,Γk) assoiated to Sk as a diret appliation of the onstrution by produt (see
3.3.2 above or Bouleau [7℄ Chap. VI.3).
Let k ∈ N∗, we denote by Nk the orresponding random Poisson measure on Ak with
intensity ν|Ak and we onsider N
∗
the random Poisson measure on X with intensity ν,
dened on the produt probability spae
(Ω∗,A∗,P∗) =
+∞∏
k=1
(Ωk,Ak,Pk),
by
N∗ =
+∞∑
k=1
Nk.
In a natural way, we onsider the produt Dirihlet struture
S∗ = (Ω∗,A∗,P∗,D∗,Γ∗) =
+∞∏
k=1
Sk.
In the third Part, we have built using the Friedrihs argument, the Dirihlet struture
S = (Ω,A,P,D,Γ),
let us now make the link between those strutures.
First of all, thanks to Theorem 2.2.1 and Proposition 2.2.2. of Chap. V in Bouleau-Hirsh
[10℄, we know that a funtion ϕ in L2(P∗) belongs to D∗ if and only if
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1. For all k ∈ N∗ and
∏
n 6=k Pn-almost all ξ1, · · · , ξk1 , ξk+1, · · · , the map
ξ 7→ ϕ(ξ1, · · · , ξk1 , ξ, ξk+1, · · · )
belongs to Dk.
2.
∑
k Γk[ϕ] ∈ L
1(P∗) and we have Γ∗[ϕ] =
∑
k γk[ϕ].
Consider f ∈ d ∩ L1(γ) then learly
N(f) =
∑
k
Nk(f|Ak)
belongs to D
∗
and in the same way
eiN˜(f) =
∏
k
eiN˜k(f|Ak ) ∈ D∗.
Moreover, by hypothesis (H1):
Γ∗[eiN˜(f)] =
∑
k
|
∏
l 6=k
eiN˜l(f|Al )|2Γk[e
iN˜k(f|Ak )] =
∑
k
Nk(γ[f ]|Ak)
= N(γ[f ]) = Γ[eiN˜(f)].
Thus as D0 is dense in D, we onlude that D ⊂ D
∗
and Γ = Γ∗ on D.
As for all k, Sk is a produt struture, thanks to hypothesis (H2) and Proposition 2.2.3 in
Bouleau-Hirsh [10℄ Chapter V, we onlude that S∗ satises (EID) hene S too.
Main ase. Let N be a random Poisson measure on Rd with intensity measure ν satisfying
one of the following onditions :
i) ν = k dx and a funtion ξ (the arré du hamp oeient matrix) may be hosen
suh that hypotheses (HG) hold (f 2.1)
ii) ν is the image by a Lipshitz injetive map of a measure satisfying (HG) on Rq,
q 6 d,
iii) ν is a produt of measures like ii),
then the assoiated Dirihlet struture (Ω,A,P,D,Γ) onstruted (f 3.2.4) with ν and
the arré du hamp obtained by the ξ of i) or indued by operations ii) or iii) satises (EID).
We end this setion by a few remarks on the loalization of this struture whih permits
to extend the funtional alulus related to Γ or ♯ to bigger spaes than D, whih is often
onvenient from a pratial point of view.
Following Bouleau-Hisrh (see [10℄ p. 44-45) we reall that Dloc denotes the set of funtions
F : Ω→ R suh that there exists a sequene (En)n∈N∗ in A suh that
Ω =
⋃
n
En and ∀n ∈ N
∗, ∃Fn ∈ D Fn = F on En.
Moreover if F ∈ Dloc, Γ[F ] is well-dened and satises (EID) in the sense that
F∗(Γ[F ] · P )≪ λ
1.
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More generally, if (Ω,A,P,D,Γ) satises (EID),
∀F ∈ (Dloc)
n, F∗(detΓ[F ] · P)≪ λ
n.
We an onsider another spae bigger than Dloc by onsidering a partition of Ω onsisting
in a sequene of sets with negligible boundary. More preisely, we denote by DLOC the set
of funtions F : Ω → R suh that there exists a sequene of disjoint sets (An)n∈N∗ in A
suh that P(Ω \
⋃
nAn) = 0 and
∀n ∈ N∗, ∃Fn ∈ D Fn = F on An.
One an easily verify that it ontains the loalized domain of any struture S∗ as onsidered
in the proof of Proposition 19, that Γ is well-dened on DLOC , that the funtional alulus
related to Γ or ♯ remains valid and that it satises (EID) i.e. if (Ω,A,P,D,Γ) satises
(EID),
∀F ∈ (DLOC)
n, F∗(detΓ[F ] · P)≪ λ
n.
5 Examples
5.1 Upper bound of a proess on [0,t℄
Let Y be a real proess with stationary independent inrements satisfying the hypotheses
of example 3.3.2.
We onsider a real àdlàg proess K independent of Y and put Hs = Ys +Ks.
Proposition 20. If σ(R\{0}) = +∞ and if P[sups 6 tHs = H0] = 0, the random variable
sups 6 tHs possesses a density.
Proof. a) We may suppose that K satises sups 6 t |Ks| ∈ L
2
. Indeed, if random variables
Xn have densities and P[Xn 6= X] → 0, then X has a density. Hene the assertion is
obtained by onsidering (Ks ∧ k) ∨ (−k).
b) Let us put M = sups 6 tHs. Applying the lent partile method gives
(ε+M)(α, x) = sups 6 t((Ys +Ks)1{s<α} + (Ys + x+Ks)1{s > α})
= max(sups<α(Ys +Ks), sups > α(Ys + x+Ks))
γ[ε+M ](α, x) = 1{sups > α(Ys+x+Ks) > sups<α(Ys+Ks)}γ[j](x)
where j is the identity map j(x) = x.
We take bak the lent partile before integrating with respet to N and obtain, sine
γ[j](x) = x2,
Γ[M ] =
∫
ε−γ[ε+M ]N(dαdx) =
∑
α 6 t
∆Y 2α1{sups > α(Ys+Ks) > sups<α(Ys+Ks)}.
As σ(R\{0}) = +∞, Y has innitely many jumps on every time interval, so that
Γ[M ] = 0 ⇒ ∀α 6 t sup
s > α
(Ys +Ks) < sup
s<α
(Ys +Ks)
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and hoosing α dereasing to zero, we obtain
Γ[M ] = 0 ⇒ sup
t > s > 0
Hs = H0
and the proposition.
It follows that any real Lévy proess X starting at zero and immediately entering R∗+,
whose Lévy measure dominates a measure σ satisfying Hamza's ondition and innite, is
suh that sups 6 tXs has a density.
5.2 Regularizing properties of Lévy proesses
Let Y be again a real proess with stationary independent inrements satisfying the hy-
potheses of example 3.3.2. By Hamza's ondition, hypothesis (H1) is fullled and hypoth-
esis (H2) ensues from Theorem 2, so that the upper struture veries (EID).
Let S be an Rp-valued semi-martingale independent of Y . We will say that S is pathwise
p-dimensional on [0, t] if almost every sample path of S on [0, t] spans a p-dimensional vetor
spae.
We onsider the R
p
-valued proess Z whose omponents are given by
Z1t = S
1
t + Y
1
t and Z
i
t = S
i
t ∀i > 2
and the stohasti integral
R =
∫ t
0
ψ(Zs−) dZs
where ψ is a Lipshitz and C1 mapping from Rp into Rp×p.
Proposition 21. If σ(R\{0}) = +∞, if the Jaobian determinant of the olumn vetor ψ.1
does not vanish and if R is pathwise p-dimensional on [0, t], then the law of R is absolutely
ontinuous with respet to λp.
Proof. We apply the lent partile method. Putting x = (x, 0, . . . , 0) and
Ri =
∑
j
∫ t
0 ψij(Zs−) dZ
j
s , we have
ε+Ri −Ri = ψi1(Zα−)x+
∫ t
]α
(ψi1(Zs− + x)− ψi1(Zs−)) dYs
as in example 3.3.2,
(ε+Ri)♭ = (ψi1(Zα−)x+
∫ t
[α
∂1ψi1(Zs− + x)x dYs)ξ(r)
and
γ[ε+Ri, ε+Rj] =(
ψi1(Zα−) +
∫ t
[α
∂1ψi1(Zs− + x) dYs
)(
ψj1(Zα−) +
∫ t
[α
∂1ψj1(Zs− + x) dYs
)
x2.
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We take bak the lent partile before integrating in N :
Γ[Ri, Rj ] =
∫
ε−(γ[ε+Ri, ε+Rj]) dN =
∑
α 6 t
∆Y 2αUαU
t
α
where Uα is the olumn vetor ψ.1(Zα−) +
∫ t
[α ∂1ψ.1(Zs−) dYs.
Let JT be the set of jump times of Y on [0, t], we onlude that
det Γ[R,Rt] = 0 ⇔ dimL(Uα ; α ∈ JT ) < p.
Let A = {ω : dimL(Uα ; α ∈ JT ) < p}. Reasoning on A, there exist λ1, . . . , λp suh that
p∑
k=1
λk
(
ψk1(Zα−) +
∫ t
[α
∂1ψk1(Zs−) dYs
)
= 0 ∀α ∈ JT, (27)
now, sine σ(R+\{0}) = +∞, JT is a dense ountable subset of [0, t], so that taking left
limits in (27), using (27) anew and the fat that ψ is C1, we obtain
p∑
k=1
λkψk1(Zα−) = 0 ∀α ∈ JT hene ∀α ∈]0, t]
thus, on A, we have dimL(ψ.1(Zs−); s ∈]0, t]) < p.
Then EID property yields the onlusion.
The lent partile method and (EID) property may be applied to density results for
solutions of stohasti dierential equations driven by Lévy proesses or random measures
under Lipshitz hypotheses. Let us mention also that the gradient ♯ dened in 3.2 has the
property to be easily iterated, this allows to obtain onlusions on C∞-regularity in the
ase of smooth oeients. These appliations will be investigated in forthoming artiles.
5.3 A regular ase violating Hörmander onditions
In spite of the diulty of the proofs, applying the method is quite easy. This will be
pushed forward in another artile, we are just showing here an extremely simple ase,
example of situations rarely taken in aount in the literature.
a) Let us onsider the following sde driven by a two dimensional Brownian motion

X1t = z1 +
∫ t
0 dB
1
s
X2t = z2 +
∫ t
0 2X
1
s dB
1
s +
∫ t
0 dB
2
s
X3t = z3 +
∫ t
0 X
1
s dB
1
s + 2
∫ t
0 dB
2
s .
(28)
This diusion is degenerate and the Hörmander onditions are not fullled. The generator
is A = 12 (U
2
1 + U
2
2 ) + V and its adjoint A
∗ = 12(U
2
1 + U
2
2 ) − V with U1 =
∂
∂x1
+ 2x1
∂
∂x2
+
x1
∂
∂x3
, U2 =
∂
∂x2
+ 2 ∂∂x3 and V = −
∂
∂z2
− 12
∂
∂z3
. The Lie brakets of these vetors vanish
and the Lie algebra is of dimension 2 : the diusion remains on the quadri of equation
3
4x
2
1 − x2 +
1
2x3 −
3
4t = C.
b) Let us now onsider the same equation driven by a Lévy proess :
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

Z1t = z1 +
∫ t
0 dY
1
s
Z2t = z2 +
∫ t
0 2Z
1
s−dY
1
s +
∫ t
0 dY
2
s
Z3t = z3 +
∫ t
0 Z
1
s−dY
1
s + 2
∫ t
0 dY
2
s
under hypotheses on the Lévy measure suh that the bottom spae may be equipped with
the arré du hamp operator γ[f ] = y21f
′2
1 + y
2
2f
′2
2 satisfying (BC) and our hypotheses
yielding EID. Let us apply the lent partile method.
For α 6 t ε+(α,y1,y2)Zt = Zt+


y1
2Y 1α−y1 + 2
∫ t
]α y1dY
1
s + y2
Y 1α−y1 +
∫ t
]α y1dY
1
s + 2y2

 = Zt+

 y12y1Y 1t + y2
y1Y
1
t + 2y2

 .
where we have used Y 1α− = Y
1
α beause ε
+
send into P× ν lasses. That gives
γ[ε+Zt] =

 y21 y212Y 1t y21Y 1tid y214(Y 1t )2 + y22 y212(Y 1t )2 + 2y22
id id y21(Y
1
t )
2 + 4y22


and
ε−γ[ε+Zt] =

 y21 y212(Y 1t −∆Y 1α ) y21(Y 1t −∆Y 1α )id y214(Y 1t −∆Y 1α )2 + y22 y212(Y 1t −∆Y 1α )2 + 2y22
id id y21(Y
1
t −∆Y
1
α )
2 + 4y22


hene
Γ[Zt] =
∑
α 6 t
(∆Y 1α )
2

 1 2(Y 1t −∆Y 1α ) (Y 1t −∆Y 1α )id 4(Y 1t −∆Y 1α )2 2(Y 1t −∆Y 1α )2
id id (Y 1t −∆Y
1
α )
2

+ (∆Y 2α )2

 0 0 00 1 2
0 2 4

 .
If the Lévy measures of Y 1 and Y 2 are innite, it follows that Zt has a density as soon as
dim L



 12(Y 1t −∆Y 1α )
(Y 1t −∆Y
1
α )

 ,

 01
2

 α ∈ JT

 = 3.
But Y 1 possesses neessarily jumps of dierent sizes, hene Zt has a density on R
3
.
It follows that the integro-dierential operator
A˜f(z) =
∫ f(z)− f

 z1 + y1z2 + 2z1y1 + y2
z3 + z1y1 + 2y2

− (f ′1(z) f ′2(z) f ′3(z))

 y12z1y1 + y2
z1y1 + 2y2



σ(dy1dy2)
is hypoellipti at order zero, in the sense that its semigroup Pt has a density. No minoration
is supposed of the growth of the Lévy measure near 0 as assumed by many authors.
This result implies that for any Lévy proess Y satisfying the above hypotheses, even
a subordinated one in the sense of Bohner, the proess Z is never subordinated of the
Markov proess X solution of equation (28).
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